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The  Pinks

For more information or to apply to any of these roles please email:  
contact@fellowsandassociates.com or phone 020 7903 5019. 
www.fellowsandassociates.com

Fellows and Associates Ltd. acts as an agency within the meaning of the Conduct of Employment Agencies and Employment Businesses Regulations 2003.  We operate a 
strict equal opportunities policy.

Biotechnology, Qualified Attorney, London
High quality work from high quality clients – a portfolio that it is 
entirely biotechnology based and is diverse, interesting and global.  
A role that demands a great deal but offers considerable new 
experiences – consultancy, oppositions and direct client contact.  
A firm that appreciates your value and ensures you are amply 
rewarded.  A firm that knows where you are heading and helps you 
get there.  Above all, a firm that has been and is continuing to be 
very successful.  

Electronics (or Mechanical with Electronics), Qualified Attorney, 
London          
A firm that many wish to work for but few succeed in being selected. 
A firm that prides itself on excellent management of its Fee Earners 
such that you become the best possible Attorney you can be.  A firm 
with aspirations for growth, meaning new Partners, even more clients 
and a requirement for considerable involvement of its Attorneys at all 
levels.  A firm with some of the best brains in the profession globally 
and a clear development strategy to remain a UK leading practice. 

Chemist, Qualified Attorney, Partner Designate, Yorkshire
With an ever increasing workload, this private practice requires an 
Attorney able to associate with important clients (many of them 
global corporations) across a wide range of issues.  As the firm is 
growing, there is the need for additional Partners and so this role 
has a certain trajectory attached to it.  This could be a fast track to 
significant career development for a recently qualified Attorney or 
the next logical step for someone who should be on the verge of 
partnership elsewhere.

European Qualified Attorney, Electronics, Munich   
Global electronics corporate with an expanding Intellectual Property 
department requires a recently qualified European Patent Attorney 
for their Munich operation.  Ideally you will have experience of 
telecommunications and certainly good European drafting and 
prosecution experience from your current position.  German 
language skills will be desirable but are not a requirement.  The 
company moves in a highly dynamic sector and therefore the quality 
of the experience you will gain will be second to none.

Biotechnology, Finalist, London
Rapidly expanding Life Sciences department of this leading private 
practice requires additional support from an Attorney near to 
qualification.  You will be given ample support through the final 
stages of your examinations and some fascinating work with an 
impressive client list to support your growing knowledge.

Physics, Part Qualified, Oxfordshire  
Distinguished firm requires a part qualified Patent Attorney with a 
Physics (or related academic area) background. A wonderful 
opportunity to further develop your career within a supportive 
environment, working with some leading IP professionals.

Electronics, Part Qualified, South West
Progress your career in the South West with excellent training 
support, interesting clients and a supportive and successful team 
around you. The firm encourages teamwork whilst rewarding 
individual success.

Mechanical, Qualified (or Finalist), London
A friendly firm that offers an excellent work/life balance is growing its 
Mechanical team.  The practice benefits from a positive environment 
that encourages career advancement without being too political 
about it.  They work with some superb clients and you will be 
inspired to develop your knowledge and expertise.  Benefit from 
relative autonomy and the possibility of an excellent future – the 
practice has a worthy record of creating new Partners. 

Patent Attorney with Pizzazz, Paris
French speaking, European Patent Attorney (ideally but not 
necessarily with experience in a French speaking country) required 
for this leading French firm.  You will be a key factor in the practice’s 
renewed success and hence required are leadership skills, the 
ability to inspire, a business development track record and an 
entrepreneurial spirit.  Scientific background is of little concern as 
the workload can be accommodated to take advantage of your 
knowledge.  This is a rather unique chance to gain considerable 
influence in the IP community in France.

Part Qualified, Electronics, London 
Great clients; superb training; interesting (and diverse) work; and 
super career progression.  If you love electronics but are not so fond 
of your current firm why not give this position a try?  Based within a 
team of extremely knowledgeable and capable Attorneys the role 
could give you a great chance of qualifying quickly.

Electronics Part Qualified, Yorkshire 
Benefit from a well balanced diversity in your work portfolio with a 
mix of drafting, oppositions and prosecution.  Post qualification, 
future potential is fantastic.  In the meantime, work with some world 
leading electronics companies.

Franchising Opportunities
Run your own firm or considering doing so?  Want some of that 
considerable risk mitigated?  Get support for your start up business 
and benefit from marketing muscle, technical knowhow and 
administrative support.

Free iPad! Go to www.linkedinfellows.com for details.
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